Hunting Rifles

Passion

Passion for the hunt provides an
infinite source of energy.

& Commitment

It sharpens our senses and improves
our performance, allowing us to be
at one with nature and experience all
it has to offer.

Dear passionate hunter!

We sense the game and react
instinctively, confident in both our
ability and Blaser technology.

It is our pleasure to present you the latest Blaser Rifle Catalogue,
showing not only the best-selling R 93, K 95 and S 2 models, but
also a fine selection of what our master-engravers and stockmakers in Germany and throughout the world are able to accomplish.

Perfecting the functionality and
skilled use of the rifle is the
foundation for successful hunting.

The driving force behind everything we do here at Blaser is the
passion for hunting and our commitment to you, the passionate hunter.
We will continue to push the design envelope and build the perfect rifle for you
without losing sight of what is most important: safety, accuracy and reliability.
It is with special pride and excitement that I announce the opening of Blaser USA in San
Antonio, Texas. For Blaser Jagdwaffen and for me personally, this is much more than just
the realisation of our Distribution and Service Facility in the United States. Hunters in the
United States have always played a key role in Blaser’s marketing and product philosophy
and have been very influential in the development of new products.
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Blaser Product Philosophy

With Norbert Haussmann, Rich Kaysa and Kevin Wistner we have now established a team
that has vast industry experience and – even more important – speaks the language of the
avid sportsman and competitive shooter throughout the United States. Over the years, they
have earned a reputation of technical expertise and excellence in customer service.
Their input will be of huge importance to the development of all the exciting Blaser
products to come.
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Why small things make a

big difference.
VERSATILITY
• One gun whatever your game
• Interchangeable barrels available from

“Return to zero”-accuracy
of Blaser saddle mount

.22 lr to .416 Rem.
• Switching barrels is fast & easy
• Professional synthetic stock for ultimate

R 93 Safari barrel, caliber .416 Rem.

ruggedness

R 93 barrel, caliber .300 Win. Mag.
R 93 modular system

HUNTABILITY
• Innovative receiver design offers a
3’’ shorter overall length on rifles
with identical barrel lengths
• Easy disassembly
• Well balanced and comfortable to carry
• Ideal for traveling

3“
R 93 Professional stock receiver unit

0“
Overall length of a Blaser R 93 compared to a conventional bolt action rifle

SAFETY
• Maximum safety due to manual cocking
system
• The R 93 is carried with the hammer uncocked
• Fast and easy cocking before firing, almost
like a conventional safety
• Visual indicator (Red Dot) lets you know the
rifle is in the fire position

Ideal for traveling:
less storage space,
more comfort!

uncocked

cocked

SPEED &
RELIABILITY
• Lightning fast cycling thanks to
straight-pull bolt action
• Gain additional seconds that allow you to
concentrate on your game

ACCURACY

• Hightech finish of barrel and action

• “First class” trigger: crisp and clean,
breaking like glass at 1 5/8 lbs
• Bolt locks up directly in the barrel
• Superior barrel bedding in metal receiver
• “Return to zero”-accuracy of Blaser saddle
mount
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Safe, accurate, exciting

B O LT A C T I O N R I F L E S

SAFE
The R 93 is carried uncocked, completely
protected

against

unintentional

release.

It is ready for shooting by pushing the cocking slide forward. The accurate sear trigger
makes the set trigger an unnecessary risk factor. The entire procedure quickly becomes
second nature.

A C C U R AT E
The barrel is mounted exclusively in the metal
Our vision to tailor a hunting rifle specifically
for modern hunting was groundbreaking.
From this revolutionary idea came a family
of bolt action rifles able to meet every con-

action and is accurate under any condition.
Also fundamental to accuracy is the Blaser
sear trigger. Indeed, every detail of the R 93 is
designed for maximum precision.

ceivable requirement. Today, the R 93 is recognized worldwide as the most successful hunting rifle system of the 20th century.
It is straight, smooth and lightning-fast when
cycling, and has all Blaser’s advanced safety
features. The combination improves both the
dynamics and success of the hunt. The locking
system of the R 93 bolts in a straight line without rotational movement in the barrel, giving
it an edge when it comes to accuracy. The R 93

RELIABLE
All lock functions are free of wear and tear to
a great extent and enclosed to keep out dirt
and snow. Simple takedown makes the R 93
easy to clean, even when in use. The robust
barrel and action finish increases overall
resistance to the elements.

also raises the bar on basic features common
to all Blaser rifles, making it a highly resilient
and adaptable rifle with virtually boundless
potential.

H U N TA B L E
Perfect weight distribution, reduced length
and a manageable shape make the R 93 safe

“When hunting
Caribou in
Quebec’s Sub
Arctic Tundra
you can’t leave
anything to
chance. You will
face every type
of weather and
terrain. After being cold and wet for
three days on a fair chase hunt, there
was one thing I was absolutely certain
of: my Blaser Professional was going to
perform flawlessly and it did!”

and stable when aiming. It can also be taken
down in seconds.

V E R S AT I L E
Numerous caliber and barrel options allow
the R 93 to be converted into a special rifle
within seconds. Different gunstocks, from the
Professional to the Safari, are available for
particularly challenging applications.

Kevin Wistner,
National Sales Manager Blaser USA
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Success through innovation
B O LT A CT I O N
RIFLE R 93
The invention of the R 93 straight-pull
bolt action was nothing short of a revolution. When cycling, the bolt assembly
pulls back and pushes forward in a
straight line. There is no rotation of the
bolt handle upwards or downwards.

The R 93 minimizes body movement during
cycling. It is also faster than conventional
actions, allowing more time to aim and reaim
for subsequent shots. This is a particular
advantage on driven and big game hunts.
The R 93 bolt locks directly in the barrel. The
entire firearm is renowned for its accuracy and
resilience. All components, from the barrel
and finish to the trigger and scope mount, are
extremely robust and designed for the long
haul.

R 93 Luxus
with optional extras*

R 93 Prestige

* Rifle scopes, mounts and sights
are optional extras.
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Simply sublime
R 9 3 ATTA C H É
The Attaché is a special edition of the
R 93. Professional yet stylish, it is well
suited for hunters with a refined taste.
The distinctive wooden stock, carefully
selected for its natural beauty, pairs
perfectly with the black-anodized action.
Indeed, the rifle is a unique synthesis of
modern technology, professional mobility and timeless beauty.

black anodized action, wooden side
plates
fluted barrel
R 93 Attaché
with optional extras*

titanium-nitrided bolt head and
gold-colored trigger
wooden ball on the bolt handle
wood grade 7
ebony forearm tip

* Rifle scopes, mounts and sights
are optional extras.
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A focused decision
R 9 3 ST U T ZEN
The R 93 Stutzen takes a nostalgic and
elegant approach to the challenges of
modern-day hunting. When it comes
to seeking out thrills, many hunters
would agree that active stalking in steep
and densely wooded terrain is the most
exciting form of hunting there is. Such
surroundings require maximum mobility, making the compact Stutzen bolt
action rifle an exceptional value and a
tremendous advantage.

divided forearm with black finish for
consistent accuracy
octagonal barrel accentuates the
R 93 Stutzen’s sleek profile
overall length 38 ¼”
available from grade Luxus

R 93 Stutzen Luxus
with optional extras*

* Rifle scopes, mounts and sights
are optional extras.

R 9 3 O CTA G O N
The functional elegance of this wellbalanced rifle resembles the R 93 Attaché. In addition to combining all
the advantages of the Semi Weight and
shorter 20 ½”-barrel, the R 93 Octagon
sports a visually appealing octagonal
profile.

R 93 Octagon
with optional extras*

black anodized action, wooden side
plates
Semi Weight barrel (approx. 12 oz.
heavier than the standard barrel)
octagonal barrel, 20 ½” length
wood grade 6
ebony forearm tip
½” slip pad

R 93
SEM I W EI G H T
Extensive testing shows that the R 93 Semi Weight consistently improves
the shooter´s performance. Even when shooting freehand or with a
R 93 Attaché Semi Weight
with optional extras*

support that is less than ideal, the Semi Weight barrel stabilizes the rifle
and minimizes recoil. This, in turn, helps instill inner calm and greater
self-confidence – two factors that directly impact your success.
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Precision is a matter of stability.
The perfect weight distribution provides a solid and secure position when
shooting, even at great distances.
The Semi Weight barrel will enable you
to improve your shooting performance.

muzzle diameter of
Semi Weight barrel: ¾”
Semi Weight barrel (approx. 12 oz.
heavier than the standard barrel)
can also be fluted
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Perfect for harsh conditions
R 93
PROFESSIONAL
The tougher the conditions for hunters
and firearms, the more robust a hunting
firearm must be. The R 93 Professional
symbolizes the Blaser philosophy: a
harmonious design offering unlimited
practical suitability. The technology has
proven itself more than a 100,000 times
all over the world and is coupled in this
instance with an extremely resilient
stock.

elastic inserts in the ergonomically
optimised pistol grip and the forearm
area ensure secure handling
shatter-proof and thermostable
left-handed version optional
great color range:
• Natural Stone
• Slate Grey
• Dark Green
• Mossy OakTM Camo

R 93 Professional Natural Stone
with optional extras*

R 93 Professional Slate Grey
with optional extras*

Hunting knife “Professional”
Developed for hunters using the R 93.
It perfectly complements the features of the
R 93 Professional. Using the tilting allen key,
you can handle the barrel exchange easily
and swiftly. The drop point blade made from
stainless steel (length: 3 ¾”) is exchangeable with a reversing saw blade. The grips
are made of original Blaser R 93 Professional
stock material and feature R 93 Professional

R 93 Professional Dark Green
with optional extras*

elastomer inlays for safe use. The fluorescent
inlays make it easy for you to find your knife
fluorescent insets

in the dark.

R 93 Professional Mossy OakTM Camo
with optional extras*

* Rifle scopes, mounts and sights
are optional extras.
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Far-reaching capabilities
R 9 3 VA R M I N T
Accurate shooting over long distances
and from different shooting positions
places great demands on any hunting
rifle, but the R 93 Varmint rises effortlessly to the challenge.

fluted match barrel
individually adjustable comb
wide forearm offers a stable support
base
integrated rail for the optional bipod

R 93 Varmint
with optional extras*

R 93 LRS 2

R 93 LRS 2
with optional extras*

* Rifle scopes, mounts and sights
are optional extras.
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Precise shooting requires an unwavering concentration in the center of the
action. Your rifle is a key factor to
success. The R 93 Long Range Sporter 2
helps ensure accuracy. It is a reliable,
high performing rifle that offers straight
and smooth repeating in the aiming
position. Not having to change your
posture gives you the time and energy
you need to concentrate on the target
and use your skills to the fullest.

fluted match barrel
one piece synthetic stock
adjustable butt plate and cheek piece
integrated rail for the optional bipod
adjustable trigger
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Solid position
R 9 3 SUC C ESS
Competition shooters have long
appreciated it. Now hunters can also
benefit from its advantages: The new
„Success stock“ is an interpretation of
the traditional thumb hole stock for the
demanding hunter. Due to its perfect
ergonomics, the Success stock allows for
perfectly relaxed shooting posture and
improves your success in the field as
well as on the range.
stabilised position of the shooting hand
also available with laminated wooden
stock

R 93 RIMFIRE

MODULAR SYSTEM

With the innovative modular system R 93
Rimfire, every R 93 can be converted into
a rimfire rifle within seconds. For the
first time you can use your beloved R 93
for training purposes with rimfire ammunition – inexpensive, with minimal
recoil and low noise pollution.
The R 93 Rimfire is also ideally suited to
hunt small game.

R 93 Success
with optional extras*
and special wood

special elongated bolt head
bolt catch insert replaces the
regular magazine and makes for an
extremely short bolt cycle
new compact five-shot magazine is
inserted directly into the barrel on the
right side below the scope mount
modular system with bolt head, bolt catch
insert, barrel and magazine

R 93 Rimfire
modular system

R 93 Rimfire Luxus
with optional extras*

* Rifle scopes, mounts and sights
are optional extras.
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To m o r r o w ‘ s s a f a r i l e g e n d

R 93 Selous
with optional extras*

R 9 3 SEL O U S
Named after the famous big game hunter
and adventurer Frederick Courteney
Selous, we have created the most uncompromising Safari rifle of the 21st
century: the R 93 Selous. Combining
pioneer spirit with leadership qualities,
it follows in the footsteps of the famous
explorer. The R 93’s uniquely short
action design combined with an all-steel
receiver provides unsurpassed
“pointability”, guiding you intuitively
towards the safe and successful shot that
can be paramount in dangerous game
situations.

steel receiver custom case hardened
steel pistol grip cap custom case
hardened
Safari barrel
kickstop fitted in the stock
sling strap mount on barrel
compact design for perfect weight
distribution and extremely comfortable
shooting performance

R 9 3 SA FA R I
The heavy barrel, broad forearm and
kickstop in the buttstock, make the
R 93 Safari relatively pleasant to shoot
regardless of caliber class.

Safari barrel
kickstop fitted in the stock
caliber .300 Win. Mag., .375 H&H Mag.
and .416 Rem. Mag.
classic stock

Kickstop, Recoil Reducer in the stock
The stainless steel cylinder, filled with
tungsten beads, is inserted into the stock and
reduces recoil by about 20 %. It is suitable

R 93 Safari Luxus
with optional extras*

for all rifle models. The weight of the stock
increases by approximately 12 to 16 oz.
It improves the balance of rifles with heavy
barrels.
* Rifle scopes, mounts and sights
are optional extras.
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A system for each requirement
Bolt action rifle R 93 / R 93 Attaché

The Modular System R 93
Bolt action rifle R 93 Semi Weight

Bolt action rifle R 93 Stutzen
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Caliber changes with the R 93
R 93 rifles can accommodate any barrel varia-

Caliber group Mini

Match barrel / Varmint

tion. When using barrels in different caliber
groups, the correct bolt head is required and
can be changed quickly and easily without
tools. All R 93 barrels are supplied with a

Caliber group Standard

correlating magazine.

Semi Weight barrel

Stutzen barrel

Match barrel / Varmint

Octagonal barrel (optional)

Caliber group Medium

Model changes with the R 93
All R 93 rifles can be refitted to accommodate
Semi Weight, Match or Safari barrel profiles.

Safari barrel

Caliber group Magnum
Semi Weight barrel

This requires exchanging barrels and adding

Match barrel / Varmint

Octagonal barrel (optional)

the correct forearm.
Caliber group Ultra Magnum
When refitting, only the barrel, magazine
and bolt are inserted.
Caliber group Schrot
with single shot insert

The Professional stock with integrated
receiver is also available in Semi Weight,
Match or Safari barrel profiles.

Caliber group Rimfire

Rimfire modular system
Forearm matching Semi Weight contours

Divided forearm of the R 93 Stutzen

Broad forearm, suitable for barrel contour of the
Safari and Match barrels

Left-handed R 93
All R 93 rifles are available in left-handed
versions.

Exchangeable stocks
for different models
Professional

Open sight
Barrels come without sights by default.

Professional Natural Stone

Professional Slate Grey

Open sights can be chosen as optional extras.
Professional Camo

Professional Stocks for any R 93

Varmint stock for Match barrels

Success-Stock
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Grades
R 93 PRESTIGE

R 93 LUXUS

R 93 GRAND LUXE

Discreet arabesque engraving.
Selected grained walnut.
Wood grade 3*.

Great choice of animal engravings. Also available is a fine arabesque engraving
and the wood edition with wooden side plates. The R 93 Luxus is also available
with a black anodized action. Selected, beautifully grained walnut with ebony tip.
Wood grade 4*.

The attractively priced, elevated grade. Plain elegance and classic ornaments blend
together with beautifully grained walnut. Wood grade 5*. Trigger guard, top and
underside of the action are hand engraved.

R 93 Prestige

R 93 Luxus, Moose and Bear, left side

R 93 Luxus, Elk, left side

R 93 Luxus, Red Stag, left side

R 93 Grand Luxe Wood, Oak Leaf

R 93 Grand Luxe Wood, Old German Arabesques

R 93 Luxus, White Tail Deer, right side

R 93 Luxus, Mouflon, right side

R 93 Luxus, Roe Deer, right side

R 93 Grand Luxe Wood, Fine English Arabesques

R 93 Grand Luxe, Oak Leaf

R 93 Luxus, Kudu, left side

R 93 Luxus, Buffalo, right side

R 93 Luxus, Wild Boar, right side

R 93 Grand Luxe, Old German Leaf

R 93 Grand Luxe, Fine English Arabesques

*Please, find an overview of all Blaser wood
grades on page 44.
Hand engraved bolt action rifles R 93
R 93 Luxus, Wood Edition

24

R 93 Luxus, Chamois, right side

are shown on pages 46 – 49.
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Specifications · Calibers
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Caliber group
Rimfire

Caliber group
Mini

Caliber group Standard

R 93
R 93 Professional
R 93 Success

.22 lfb
.22 Win. Mag.
.17 HMR

.222 Rem.
.223 Rem.

.22-250
.243 Win.
.25-06
6,5 x 55
6,5 x 57

Barrel length

22 ¾“

22 ¾“

22 ¾“

Overall length
Weight approx.

40 ¼“
6 lb. 13 oz.

40 ¼“
6 lb. 10 oz.

40 ¼“
6 lb. 10 oz.

R 93 Attaché

.222 Rem.
.223 Rem.

.22-250
.243 Win.
.25-06
6,5 x 55
6,5 x 57

Barrel length
Overall length
Weight approx.

22 ¾“
40 ¼“
6 lb. 10 oz.

22 ¾“
40 ¼“
6 lb. 10 oz.

6,5-284*
6,5 x 65 RWS
.270 Win.
.280 Rem.
7 x 57
7 mm-08

7 x 64
.308 Win.
.30-06
8 x 57 IS
8 x 64 S
8,5 x 63*
9,3 x 62
*25 ½“

6,5-284*
6,5 x 65 RWS
.270 Win.
.280 Rem.
7 x 57
7 mm-08

.30-06
8 x 57 IS

Caliber group
Medium

Caliber group Magnum

Calibe
Cal
Caliber
iberr group
ibe
grou
grou
roup
p
Ultra
Ult Magnum
M

7 x 55
6,5 x 68
8 x 68 S
9,3 x 64

.257 Weath. Mag.
.270 Weath. Mag.
7 mm Rem. Mag.

7 mm STW
.300 Rem. Ultra Mag.

25 ½“

25 ½“

43“
6 lb. 13 oz.

43“
6 lb. 13 oz.

7 x 64
.308 Win.
.30-06
8 x 57 IS
8 x 64 S
9,3 x 62

.257 Weath. Mag.
.270 Weath. Mag.
7 mm Rem. Mag.

*25 ½“

25 ½“
43 ¾“
6 lb. 10 oz.

9,3 x 62

.300 Win. Mag.

R 93 Octagon

7 x 64
.308 Win.

Barrel length

22 ¾“

25 ½“

Overall length

40 ¼“

43“

Weight approx.

6 lb. 10 oz.

6 lb. 13 oz.

R 93 Stutzen

7 x 64
.308 Win.

Barrel length
Overall length
Weight approx.

19 ¾“
38 ¼“
6 lb. 10 oz.

.30-06
8 x 57 IS

9,3 x 62

R 93 Safari
R 93 Safari Professional
R 93 Selous

.375 H&H Mag.
.416 Rem. Mag.

Barrel length

24 ¾“

Overall length
Weight approx.

42 ¼“
8 lb. 13 oz.

R 93 Semi Weight
R 93 Semi Weight Professional

6,5 x 55
.308 Win.

Barrel length

22 ¾“

Overall length
Weight approx.

40 ¼“
7 lb. 8 oz.

.30-06
8 x 57 IS
8,5 x 63*

9,3 x 62
.45 Blaser

.300 Win. Mag.
.338 Win. Mag.

*25 ½“

25 ½“
43 ¾“
7 lb. 15 oz.

R 93 Jagdmatch
R 93 Jagdmatch Professional
R 93 Varmint

.222 Rem.
.223 Rem.

.22-250
.243 Win.

6,5 x 55
.308 Win.

Barrel length
Overall length
Weight approx.

24 ¾“
42 ¼“
7 lb. 8 oz.

24 ¾“
42 ¼“
7 lb. 8 oz.

R 93 LRS 2

.223 Rem.

6 mm Norma BR

Barrel length
Overall length
Weight approx.

24 ¾“
44 ½“
10 lb. 9 oz.

24 ¾“
44 ½“
10 lb. 9 oz.

.300 Win. Mag.

25 ½“
43 ¾“
7 lb. 11 oz.
6,5 x 55

.308 Win.

.300 Win. Mag.
25 ½“
45 ¼“
10 lb. 9 oz.

.300 Win. Mag.
.300 Weath. Mag.
.338 Win. Mag.
.375 H&H Mag.

.300 Win. Mag.
.300 Weath. Mag.

• Magazine capacity: 3 rounds, except:
4 rounds in caliber .222 Rem., .223 Rem.
2 rounds in caliber .300 Rem. Ultra Mag.
• R 93 exchangeable shotgun barrel caliber 28/70, barrel length 22 ¾” (only in single load version) is available for all models.
• Please note, that we can not guarantee the permanent availability of all listed calibers.

Model
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On target

SINGLE SHOT RIFLE

SAFE
The K 95 is only cocked just before shooting.
If no shot is fired, returning the safety slide to
its original position ensures maximum safety.
To protect the K 95 from unauthorized use,
the locking block can be removed in a few
easy steps.

A C C U R AT E
The accuracy of the Blaser single shot rifle is
The physical intensity of stalking an animal

legendary. Playing a vital role is the tilting

combined with the mental strength required

block locking system as well as the fine direct

to watch and wait for exactly the right

trigger, which is impressive in any situation.

moment is what makes the hunt so exciting.
If encountering wild animals were a matter
of course, then hunting them would lose its
appeal. Hunting requires time, perseverance
and the ability to put oneself in the position
of the wild animal and be in tune with its
superior instincts. True hunting will guarantee
excitement but not the outcome of the hunt.
The Blaser single shot rifle embodies this
philosophy. Lightweight and compact, it is
comfortable to carry either over the shoulder or in a rucksack. Loaded with just one

RELIABLE
It’s easy to forget that such a graceful rifle
packs so much power. The tilting block locking
system may be compact but it is designed for
maximum gas pressure, offering reliable performance even under tremendous strain. The
velvety finish of the barrel and action protects
against corrosion and damage.

cartridge, the K 95 is always ready to shoot
quickly and finish the hunt with 100% reliability and precision accuracy.

H U N TA B L E
The K 95 is the most lightweight and sleekest
of all Blaser hunting rifles. It is comfortable

“As a guide, I am
greatly relieved
that almost 90%
of our clients
shoot Blaser
hunting rifles,
single shot or bolt
action. Given our
extreme climate,
vast territory, transportation by float
plane and/or boat, the hunting rifles
get treated quite harshly. Blaser rifles
always perform reliably and accurately
even in the most adverse conditions.”

and unobtrusive to carry and transport, either
over the shoulder or taken down. It is also fast
and easy to assemble, and can be ready to
shoot in a matter of seconds.

V E R S AT I L E
The K 95 is the rifle of choice for physically
demanding hunts and can be used for all
game. The interchangeable barrels are available in every popular caliber. Once professionally fitted, every barrel will be on target
instantly after insertion.

Harro Obst
Moonlake Outfitters Ltd., Atlin, BC, Canada
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Brilliant yet simple solutions
K 95
The Blaser K 95 single shot rifle has
ruled under tough hunting conditions for
over 25 years and continues to embody
the archetypal hunt: Active stalking
in a vast area. The ergonomic shape
and compact design offer vital advantages, both in familiar and unfamiliar
territories.

K 95 ST UTZEN
The K 95 Stutzen is one of the most
compact hunting rifles in the world.

octagonal barrel is standard
available from grade Luxus
split forearm for continuous precision
even in extreme weather
sleek stock design
black forearm tip
overall length 37”

K 95 Luxus
with optional extras*

K 95 Stutzen Luxus
with optional extras*

K 95 Prestige
with optional extras*

* Rifle scopes, mounts and sights are optional
extras. All K 95 single shot rifles are available
with stock American as well as European style.
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Enhanced by beauty
K 95
B A RONE S SE
Slender elegance shapes the K 95,
giving it a unique appearance. Its quiet
charm invites closer inspection. Delicate
engraving and highly intricate design
work enhance its powerful appeal.

choose wildlife scenes or
fine ornamentation to adorn

K 95 Baronesse
with optional extras*

the long action side plates
octagonal barrel
selected stock with an ebony forearm tip
locking block titanium-nitrided,
trigger gold-colored

K 95 Baronesse Stutzen
with optional extras*

K 95 Attaché Stutzen
with optional extras*

K 95 Attaché
with optional extras*
* Rifle scopes, mounts and sights are optional
extras. All K 95 single shot rifles are available
with stock American as well as European style.

K 95
AT TA CH É
Obviously different, yet inconspicuously
charming, the K 95 Attaché is the rifle
of choice for hunters who favor sleek
elegance and sophisticated functionality.
The clear, harmonious design is the
perfect backdrop for the natural beauty
of the walnut wood. An octagonal barrel
emphasizes its sleekness.

action is anodized in black
wooden side plates blend with the
select stock
octagonal barrel
locking block titanium-nitrided,
trigger gold-colored
forearm features an ebony tip

The K 95 Attaché is also available as a
Stutzen.
32
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Grades
K 95 PRESTIGE

K 95 LUXUS

K 9 5 AT TA C H É

K 95 BARONESSE

Discreet arabesque engraving.
Selected grained walnut.
Wood grade 3*.

Arabesque engraving on the action. Great choice of engravings for the side plates.
Selected, beautifully grained walnut. Wood grade 4*.

Wooden sides plates. The action is
anodized in black. Attaché features
see page 33. Wood grade 7*.

Choice of engravings: Wildlife scenes or ornamental engravings.
Baronesse features see page 32. Wood grade 7*.

K 95 Prestige

K 95 Luxus, Thistle Leaves

K 95 Luxus, Fine English Arabesques

K 95 Attaché

K 95 Baronesse, Red Stag, left side

K 95 Baronesse, Roe Deer, right side

K 95 Luxus, Roe Deer, left side

K 95 Luxus, Roe Deer, right side

K 95 Baronesse, Mountain Sheep, left side

K 95 Baronesse, Chamois, right side

* Please, find an overview of all
Blaser wood grades on page 44.
Hand engraved single shot rifles
K 95 Luxus, Wild Boar, left side

K 95 Luxus, Red Stag, left side

K 95 Luxus, Chamois, right side

are shown on pages 46 – 49.

K 95 Baronesse, Fine English Arabesques

Titanium nitrided locking block
as an optional extra.
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Specifications · Calibers
Single Shot Rifle
K 95

Barrel length

23 ½“

25 ½“

Overall length

41“

43“

Grades:
Prestige
Luxus
Super Luxus
Exclusiv
Super Exclusiv
Imperial

Weight approx.

5 lb. 4 oz.

5 lb. 15 oz.

Calibers

.22 Hornet
.222 Rem.
5,6 x 50 R Mag.
5,6 x 52 R
.243 Win.
6 x 70 R
6,5 x 55
6,5 x 57 R
6,5 x 65 R RWS
.270 Win.
7 x 57 R
7 x 65 R
.308 Win.
.30-06
.30 R Blaser
8 x 57 IRS
8 x 75RS
9,3 x 74 R

.257 Weath. Mag.
.270 Weath. Mag.
7 mm Rem. Mag.
.300 Win. Mag.
.300 Weath. Mag.
8 x 68 S

Single Shot Rifle
K 95

Barrel length

23 ½“

25 ½“

Overall length

41“

43“

Grades:
Attaché
Baronesse

Weight approx.

5 lb. 4 oz.

5 lb. 15 oz.

Calibers

.22 Hornet
.222 Rem.
5,6 x 50 R Mag.
5,6 x 52 R
.243 Win.
6 x 70 R
6,5 x 57 R
6,5 x 65 R RWS
.270 Win.
7 x 57 R
7 x 65 R
.308 Win.
.30-06
.30 R Blaser
8 x 57 IRS
8 x 75RS
9,3 x 74 R

.257 Weath. Mag.
7 mm Rem. Mag.
.300 Win. Mag.
8 x 68 S

Single Shot Rifle
K 95 Stutzen

Barrel length

19 ¾“

Overall length

37“

Grades:
Luxus
Attaché
Baronesse
Super Luxus
Exclusiv
Super Exclusiv
Imperial

Weight approx.

5 lb. 12 oz.

Calibers

.222 Rem.
5,6 x 50 R Mag.
5,6 x 52 R
.243 Win.
6,5 x 57 R
7 x 57 R
.308 Win.
.30-06
8 x 57 IRS

K 95 Custom Imperial
with optional extra*

K 95 Baronesse
with optional extra*

K 95 Baronesse Stutzen
Special Turkish Walnut
with optional extra*

Please note, that we can not guarantee the
permanent availability of all listed calibers.
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* Sight is an optional extra.
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Strong parallels

SIDE BY SIDE
C O M B I N AT I O N S

SAFE
The S 2 features the Blaser double-lock manual
cocking system. Both locks are cocked immediately before firing by pushing the cocking
slide forwards.

A C C U R AT E
The S 2 is the first side by side firearm with
two free floating, temperature-independent
Over the last 35 years, Blaser has introduced

barrels. Rifle barrels on all S 2 models can be

numerous improvements that have perfected

adjusted to the same point of impact at the

hunting and captured new markets worldwide.

muzzle. Blaser direct triggers contribute to an

The first innovation of this millennium was the

expert shot.

S 2 side by side, a masterful enhancement of
a popular hunting firearm. It includes special
models for both big game and driven hunts.
These double rifles with adjacent barrels are
true classics. Tried and true Blaser design
features, including free floating barrels, the
tilting block locking system, direct triggers,
double-lock manual cocking system, easy
takedown and barrel exchange, ensure a top

RELIABLE
Destined for arduous use on driven and biggame hunts. The robust tilting block locking
system is the foundation for the rifle’s reliable
accuracy and lasting resilience. The velvety
barrel and action finish protects against corrosion and damage.

quality hunting experience.

H U N TA B L E
“As a professional hunter in
South Africa,
confrontation with
dangerous game
is an everyday
occurrence. Faith
in your firearm is
important, as is
its safe, easy operation, which should
be second nature. I was very impressed
the first time I came across the Blaser
double rifle: it was perfectly balanced,
easy to handle, safe and an excellent
shot. What more could a hunter want?”

The sleek form and small opening angle make
it comfortable and quick to operate. Fast,
steady aim even when swinging is ensured by
the balanced weight and finely tuned stock
design.

V E R S AT I L E
You can use two identical or different calibers
with the double rifle. All standard calibers are
available. Barrel combinations are easy to
change.

Karl Dedekind,
Dedekind Safaris, Pongola, South Africa
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200 % accuracy

S 2 double rifle
Super Luxus
with optional extras*

S2
DOUBLE RIFLE
When using two identical calibers, it
stands out as a traditional double rifle
with speed and accuracy even at long
range. Combining a small and large
caliber, the S 2 displays its strength as a
sophisticated stalking rifle.

S 2 double rifle Safari
Super Luxus

S2
DOUBLE RIFLE
SA FA R I
Safari experts agree that the perfect
safari double rifle must be a fullyfledged rifle with both barrels, locks and
triggers. The S 2 provides the answer.
It offers lightning-fast 100 percent rifle
performance per barrel – which means
twice – in one elegant, compact firearm.

caliber .375 H&H Mag., .500/416 Nitro
Express, .470 Nitro Express and
.500 Nitro Express
barrel length 24 ½”
weight distribution of the gun is set
individually to each caliber
solid steel sights
trigger pull of 3 lb. 5 oz. is optimized to

The S 2 regulated at 109 yd. in the
factory with an assembled scope, making
it completely universal.

S 2 operation
Front trigger

Right barrel

Rear trigger

Left barrel

Two firing pins are cocked at the same time.
The second shot is ready to fire without
re-cocking.

40

the class and weight of the caliber
stronger buttstock with a straight back,
traditional Monte-Carlo cheek piece
and Pachmayr decelerator rubber gun-

* Rifle scopes and mounts are
optional extras.

stock recoil pad
kickstop in the buttstock reduces recoil
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Spec ifi ca ti o ns · C al i b e rs · Grad es
Specifications

S 2 double rifle

S 2 double rifle
Safari

Barrel length
Overall length
Weight approx.

Barrel length
Overall length
Weight approx.

22 ¾“
40“
7 lb. 11 oz.

24 ½“
42“
11 lb. 11 oz.

Calibers
right barrel

Calibers
left barrel

.22 Hornet
.222 Rem.
5,6 x 50 R Mag.
5,6 x 52 R
.243 Win.
6 x 70 R
6,5 x 55
6,5 x 57 R
6,5 x 65 R RWS
.270 Win.
7 x 57 R
7 x 65 R
.308 Win.
.30-06
.30 R Blaser*
8 x 57 IRS*
8 x 75 RS
9,3 x 74 R

.22 Hornet
.222 Rem.
5,6 x 50 R Mag.
5,6 x 52 R
.243 Win.
6 x 70 R
6,5 x 55
6,5 x 57 R
6,5 x 65 R RWS
.270 Win.
7 x 57 R
7 x 65 R
.308 Win.
.30-06
.30 R Blaser*
8 x 57 IRS*
8 x 75 RS
9,3 x 74 R

.375 H&H
.500/.416 N.E. (3 ¼“)
.470 N.E.
.500 N.E. (3“)

.375 H&H
.500/.416 N.E. (3 ¼“)
.470 N.E.
.500 N.E. (3“)

Note:
identical or
different calibers.
S 2 Luxus double rifle

S 2 Safari double rifle
Super Luxus

* Warning:
For safety reasons the calibers .30 R Blaser and 8 x 57 IRS can

Please note, that we can not guarantee the

not be combined. The 8 x 57 IRS cartridge can be loaded in the

permanent availability of all listed calibers.

.30 R Blaser barrel by mistake.

S 2 LUXUS
Hand engraved arabesques
all over the action.
Grained walnut. Wood grade 4*.

Single trigger
* Please, find an overview of all
Blaser wood grades on page 44.

The S 2 double rifle can be fitted with an
optional single trigger. The first shot is fired

Hand engraved S 2 double rifles

from the right barrel, the second shot from

are shown on pages 46 – 49.

the left. The S 2 Safari is not available with
a single trigger.
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Natural beauties

wood grades

Art of detail

sophisticated metalworks

First class walnut wood from trees that are

There are eleven quality grades of woods to

Fine detailing refines every rifle with classic

over 300 years old is used to give the stock

select your stock from. We will be pleased to

elegance and completes the look of a lavishly

an inimitable appearance. This wood is found

source the character of the wood and color

engraved model. Regardless of style, every

in the highlands of Caucasus, where long

that best suits your specific demands.

gun is individualized.

cold winters make the trees grow exceptionally slowly. The harsh climate and prolonged

If you have more exclusive requests, please

growth is what enhances the wood’s resistance

make an appointment and we will invite you

and shapes its fine and beautiful grain.

to our stock warehouse.

3

2

8

1

7
Top row: caps for initials with
arabesques, old German leaf or
oak leaf frames
Second row: animal motifs
Bottom row: special editions

6
5
4
1

2

3

12
11
10
9

4

5

Pistol grip caps

쑸

Engrave the silver pistol grip with a favorite
animal or your initials elegantly surrounded
by English arabesques, old German leaf or

6

oak leaf. We can also bring your ideas to life,
whether it be a portrait of your hunting dog,
a golden rose, a coat of arms or miniatures of
thrilling hunting scenes.

Engraved trigger guard
Left:

Gunstock magazine

partly engraved

Right: fully engraved

Four cartridges, snugly stowed so they will

7

8

9

not rattle, enhance the functionality
of the gunstock.
Right: simple, reserved engravings.
Underneath: fully engraved arabesques, old German leaf and oak
leaf. Animal portraits, initials and
other engravings are possible.

Pistol grip cap and

10

gunstock magazine

11

can be added at
any time.

Color and grain vary within each grade.
The stocks shown are only examples.

쑸

Cheek piece with double rabbet

44

왖

Steel bolt handle ball

Anodized in black, with optional gold inlay.
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Inspiration

engravings and special editions

he function and practical value of a
firearm are in no way influenced by its
appearance, whether engraved or made
with rare high-grade stock wood.

T

Over the course of history, hunting and

Regardless,

Their

nearly every hunter invests
money in engraving and precious wood.
Ultimately the firearm reflects the
hunter’s personality, depicts his
way of hunting and embodies
his passion.

gun making have always had a strong
culture. Hunters recognize that the firearm is much more than a tool.
emotional investment in its
appearance clearly demonstrates how
closely the inspiration to hunt
is linked to their reverence for
nature and its creations.

For more information on Blaser master
engravings visit our new online gallery:
www.blaser-usa.com/engravings
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Creation

engravings and special editions

The R 93 No. 100,000 is a piece by master engraver
Jürgen Göser.
A masterpiece that combines the finest Bulino and
relief engraving. From the elaborate background
and lively depiction of wild animals to the imaginatively arranged gold inlays and other creative
details, an unparalleled amount of time and effort
went into creating this fascinating work of art.

K 95 Custom Imperial Single-Shot Rifle
“The Dall Sheep” Blaser USA´s donation
to the 2009 SCI Annual Convention.
This outstanding creation by master engraver
Jürgen Göser combines deep relief style with
finest Bulino. The impressively detailed depictions
of the Dall Sheep themes are enhanced with leaf
arabesques and filled with fine English scrollwork.
The barrel base features a delicate gold inlay.

The creativity of the engraving process
is as important as the handcrafted excellence. Endless concentration is required
to create something of intricate detail
and strength of expression that marks
the grand tradition of firearm engraving.

C

onnoisseurs of the art know that even
casual admirers have to invest almost
as much time as the engraver to really
appreciate the subtleties, nuances and
ambiance of the custom engravings.

An exquisitely designed hunting rifle
originates in the imagination and takes
shape with engraving motifs, decorative
ornamentation, distinctive wood grains
and other exquisite design features.
48

Double rifle S 2 Safari Custom Imperial.

We work closely with our distribution
partners, advisors, gun makers and
engravers to bring your ideas to life.

Aside from producing designs by
customer request, Blaser also creates
and custom finishes true one-of-a-kind
firearms. Keeping the hunting culture
alive, each creation is visually unique,
timeless in beauty and of enduring value.
49

Heavy duty
1 · NEW! Hunting Backpack “Expedition”

The combination of physical strain on
expanded tours and hunting activities
calls for special solutions when it comes
to equipment. Blaser has now developed
a backpacking system that offers the
functionality and comfort of a modern
trekking rucksack and, at the same time,
meets today’s demands of hunting.
The rifle can be fastened in the middle or
on the side of the rucksack without being dismantled. However, barrel, stock,
riflescope and spotting scope can also be
transported separately in spacious outer
pockets.

NEW!

2 · RÄZ Quick Alignment Sight
Developed for moments when you have
to shoot very fast over an extremely short
distance. The target can be acquired quickly
and precisely over the red rear sight and the
yellow front sight. Covering of the goal is
minimal. Available for all R 93 models.

4 · Rubber Gunstock Pad
The rubber pad dampens the recoil and
ensures that the rifle can be placed down on
the ground noiselessly and without danger of
sliding away.

2

3 · Mag-na Port, the Muzzle Brake
Four “ports“ or slots in the immediate vicinity
of the barrel muzzle reduce the recoil by
approximately 20 %.
The Mag-na Port can only be used on
single-barrel arms. Caution: Mag-na Port
increases the blast by 1 to 1.5 decibels.
Please, make sure you always wear ear
protection during shooting!

5 · Blaser Rifle Sling
Designed for active hunting.
wide elastic shoulder strap makes light
work of carrying
integrated ammunition carrier for two rifle
cartridges
adjustable length
integrated detachable swivel rings with
quick-release fasteners

3

6 · New Blaser Rifle Sling
in Finest Calf Leather
Perfect color coordination in two shades of
brown complement the look of any sophisticated hunting weapon.
same features as the neoprene sling No. 5

NEW!
4
5

6

1

The high-grade backpacking system includes:
silent, water-repellent material and
water-resistant zippers
extra pockets for accessories, documents,
ammunition and binoculars
bag for game transport
ergonomic, meshed back
adjustable strap system
padded strap system with snap closure
built-in space for hydration packs
flap to fix the binocular strap
waterproof protective cover in bottom
protective hood in signal orange
protective cover for travelling
measures (empty) HxWxD:
approx. 29 ½” x 15 ¾” x 9 ½”
weight (without detachable accessories):
7 lb. 11 oz.
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7

7 · Blaser Fast-access pouch
Ready for shooting in no time: The leather
cartridge pouch has a Velcro fastener so that
it can be attached to the rifle or around the
wrist. Holds two cartridges of different or
identical calibers.
8 · Blaser Fast-access belt pouch
Elaborately made, two-part solution for quick
access to ammunition consisting of an exterior pouch, which can be attached to the belt
and a removable elastic ammunition holder
for six cartridges. Both components are made
of Cordura® and Neoprene® and are lined
with fine leather.
The ammunition holder comes with a Velcro
strap adjustable in length so that it can be
flexibly attached to the shooter’s arm or the
rifle. Suitable for all cartridge calibers from
5,6x52 R to 500 N.E.

8
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Safe transport

A

Blaser Covers

Blaser ABS Rifle cases

The highly durable and strong fabric of
the Blaser shotgun cover provides reliable
protection for the gun. Accessories can
also be stored in the outside zippered
pockets. A removable carrying strap
provides convenient, agile transport.
Covers include a combination lock.

ABS carrying cases are designed for
modern mobility and tastefully complete
the hunting equipment package.
Compact and lightweight, they feature a
double ABS shell that protects the rifle
against shocks and impact. All edges are
rounded and trimmed with high quality leather. Inside, the case is lined with
dark blue velvet. Three combination locks
protect it against unauthorized access.

For rifles and over & under combinations:
A: Max. barrel length of 26 ¾” with demounted forearm, as well as for one rifle scope.
LxWxH: 28 ¼” x 10 ¼” x 3 ¾”.
B: Max. barrel length of 27 ½”, as well as for
one rifle scope. LxWxH: 32 ¼” x 11 ¾” x 3 ¾”.
C: Max. barrel length of 27 ½”, one exchangeable barrel and two rifle scopes.
LxWxH: 32 ¼” x 13 ¼” x 3 ¾”.

B

A: For rifles with scope. Forearm disassembled. LxWxH: 27 ½” x 10 ¼” x 3 ½”.
B: For rifles with assembled forearm and
scope. LxWxH: 30 ¾” x 10 ¼” x 3 ½”.

Blaser Leather Case

Reddish-brown leather and quality
brass fittings. Inner compartments for
accessories. Combination locks guard and
document section under the cover.

C

For Blaser single shot, combination and
bolt action rifles

C: For rifles with assembled forearm.
Additional compartments for exchangeable
barrel and second scope.
LxWxH: 30 ¾” x 13 ¾” x 3 ½”.

C

A

B

A
A

Americase® AlumaTrans for Blaser R 93

It combines the Blaser Green Powdercoat
Exterior Finish with recessed hardware
streamlining the case and an extra thick
Santoprene Gasket System for perfect
protection and seal.

C

A: For one gun and one barrel.
LxWxH: 37“ x 6 ½“ x 6“, weight 13 lbs.
B (not shown): For one gun and two barrels.
LxWxH: 37“ x 8 ½“ x 6“, weight 16 lbs.
A: Suitable for all popular shotgun models,
total length: 53 ¼”.

B

B: Suitable for the Blaser R 93 bolt action rifle
and over & under combinations with mounted rifle scope; max. barrel length 23 ½”, total
length: 41 ¾”.
C: Suitable for all rifles; max. barrel length
26 ¾”, total length: 47 ¼”.
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C (not shown): For one gun and three barrels.
LxWxH: 37“ x 11“ x 6“, weight 18 lbs.

E

D (not shown): For one gun and four barrels.
LxWxH: 37“ x 14“ x 6“, weight 22 lbs.
E: For two guns and two barrels.
LxWxH: 37“ x 11“ x 6“, weight 18 lbs.
F (not shown): For two guns and three barrels.
LxWxH: 37“ x 14“ x 6“, weight 22 lbs.
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Return to zero
In 1993, Blaser developed and
patented a quick release rifle scope
mount that soon replaced all others
in the Blaser product line.
After zeroing the scope to the barrel this
mount allows you to remove the scope at any
time with just the turn of the locking lever.
When reattaching the mount to the barrel
just align the locking post to the barrel and
rotate the locking lever. This effortless process
ensures there is no need to re-zero the scope
due to the precise machining of the mount
and the barrel attachment points.
The low profile of the mount ensures the
perfect shooting position in all situations.
When shooting with open sights there are
no obtrusive bases in your view.
The Blaser Saddle Scope Mount can accommodate any type scope from the technically
advanced rail systems, weaver mounts and
ring mounts available in 1”, 30 mm and
34 mm in either alloy or steel. Saddle scope
mounts are available in Quick Detachable or
Fixed style. The Fixed style simply needs an
Allen key to install.

three, two, one ...
mounted

All Blaser rifles are equipped for this unique
mount. Two inconspicuous notches in the barrel
hold the one-piece base.

MOUNT
Rings are available in different sizes:
Rifle scope is mounted on base with rail.
Base is fixed on barrel in Quick Detachable style.

1 Inch
1 Inch High

30 mm
30 mm High

34 mm
34 mm High

Attach the rifle scope with Saddle Mount
to the barrel while the locking levers are open.
Rotate the locking levers with your thumb to
align the locking post.

LOCK
Rifle scope is mounted on base with rings.
Base is fixed on barrel in Quick Detachable style.

Rifle scope is mounted on base with rings.
Base is screwed on barrel in Fixed style.

Turn of the locking levers in
order to fix the mount on the
barrel.

FLIP

Blaser has also incorporated an indexing mark
on the thumb swivels to act as a visual indicator.
When locked into the correct position the indexing
mark will be parallel to the barrel.

READY
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All information subject to change without notice.
Models can vary from country to country.
Blaser hunting rifles are distributed through
qualified Blaser dealers exclusively.
We would like to thank all hunters
joining the foto shooting.

Your authorized Blaser dealer
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